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Taking pictures of processes that occur rapidly is not o
fascinating, because of the unusual nature of the images
can also lead to a better comprehension of physical and
logical mechanisms. Unfortunately, high-speed cameras
signed to capture these types of events are for the mom
too expensive for demonstration purposes.

We recently described in this journal a simple setup us
a video camera and a computer to reconstruct the sequ
of events occurring after the impact of a projectile into
target.1 The method consisted of recording several movies
the phenomenon with the video camera and combining t
individual images to obtain a time-lapse sequence. This
tem unfortunately does not permit a synchronization of i
age acquisition with the fall of the projectile. It therefo
leads to variations in the delay between consecutive ima
composing the time-lapse sequence. To overcome this p
lem we developed a new apparatus that permits this typ
synchronization and which additionally gives better qua
images than the previous setup which recorded images
commercial VCR cameras. The new setup consists of a p
togate that is connected to a specially designed electr
circuit, two LED panels, and a digital camera. The setup
to be operated in darkness with a wide-open camera. W
the projectile crosses the photogate during its approac
starts a digital timer whose value is compared to a us
defined delay. When the two numbers are equal, the e
tronic circuit turns on briefly two LED panels and illum
nates the scene, which is captured by the camera.

Figure 1 depicts the complete setup. It consists of a 2 m
long tube which directs the projectile~in our case a free-
493 Am. J. Phys.71 ~5!, May 2003 http://ojps.aip.org/aj
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falling marble! towards the target. The tube is followed by
photogate, which informs the electronic circuit of the m
ment the projectile exits the tubing.

The electronic circuit is basically composed of a tim
four comparators, and six power transistors to switch
LED panels on. It permits the user to select the delay se
rating the moment the projectile crossed the photogate
the moment the LED panel is turned on. The time de
between the crossing of the light barrier and the first fla
can be adjusted to a value between 0 and 99 ms. The ci
can burst up to nine flashes with a programmable dura
and a programmable time interval between each flash.
duration of the flash can be adjusted between 0.1 and 9.9
The circuit can also switch the LED panels on for an unli
ited duration. This option is used for focusing and for po
tioning the target and the camera as well. The current de
ered during the flash is 400% higher than the nominal va
recommended by the LED manufacturer~20 mA! in order to
maximize the illumination power of the panels. Since t
duration of these pulses is in the range of milliseconds,
life expectancy of the diodes is not affected greatly. T
unlimited illumination mode is actually obtained by altern
tively turning on and off the panels at a high frequenc
which gives the illusion of a constant illumination.

The electronic circuit permits illumination times as sho
as 100ms. ~A small modification can permit one to achiev
10 ms or lower.! To obtain acceptable quality images wi
such short exposures, one has to illuminate the scene w
bright and responding light source. Light emitting diod
~LED! partially fulfill these requirements: their respon
times are extremely fast but with a relatively modest illum
nation power.2 To obtain enough light one has to mount se
493p/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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eral dozens of these LEDs on single panels. In our case
use two flat 10310 cm large panels mounted with 81 LED
each. The LEDs we are using, called Sloan L5R9
~Distrelec3 catalog number 252216!, have a wavelength o
maximum emission at 621 nm, a radiating angle of 8°, an
nominal brightness of 8000 mcd. They are among the m
powerful LEDs we found on the market.

To optimize the global illumination provided by the pane
we first recorded the light emission cone of a single dio
and used it to model a one-dimensional strip composed
LEDs. A computer program was written to simulate the ill
mination of the target with this LED strip; the distance sep
rating each LED was chosen to ensure a homogenous illu
nation of the target using the results of the simulation. T
simulation demonstrated that the best compromise wa
keep a panel-target distance of 10 cm with a LED-to-LE
distance in the panel of 9 mm.

The images can be captured on any camera; however
recommend the use of a one, which allows one to display
captured images and to reduce setup adjustments. The
requirement for the camera is a ‘‘B’’ pause option which c
last at least 5 s. The images we present in Fig. 2 were
tured by a Coolpix 990 Nikon digital camera operated with
3 s exposure time.

This system is very convenient for capturing images a
precise time after the projectile had crossed the photogate
obtain a sequence of images, similar to the images obta

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the complete setup:~1! tube,~2! camera,~3!
LED panel,~4! target,~5! control electronics, and~6! photogate.
Frustrated total internal reflection: A simpl
F. P. Zanella, D. V. Magalhães, M. M. Oliveira, R.
C. R. Mendonça
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using the previously described setup, one has to repea
entire experimental process several times, i.e., flattening
exchanging the target, increasing the delay of the first fla
dropping the projectile, and taking a new picture. The m
tiple flash option permits one to determine, for example,
speed of individual particles being ejected during the impa

Due to the simplicity of use, the spectacular nature of
images, and the large spectrum of phenomenon it can im
the apparatus will be used in the laboratory exercises
students in physics, forensic sciences, and geophysics.

The authors would like to extend thanks to James DeR
for his help with the preparation of the paper and M. Dom
nique Breider for providing the facilities for the experimen
This work has been supported by Swiss National Scie
Foundation grants NB 31-00052587.97 and 2000-065160

1S. Kasas, G. Dumas, and G. Dietler, ‘‘Impact cratering study performe
the laboratory without a fast recording camera,’’Am. J. Phys.68, 771–773
~2000!.

2N. Holonyak, Jr., ‘‘Is the light emitting diode~LED! an ultimate lamp?’’
Am. J. Phys.68, 864–866~2000!.

3Distrelec AG, Naenikon, Switzerland, www.murata-europe.com/coun
distsw.html

Fig. 2. Time-lapse images of a marble falling into a transparent tank
water with an illumination duration of 500ms.
e application and demonstration
F. Bianchi, L. Misoguti, and
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the optical setup.
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The total internal reflection process occurs when the in
nal angle of incidence is equal to or greater than the crit
angle.1 This process is used widely in practical application
such as the transmission of light through small continu
fibers~optical fibers! and through optical devices which us
total reflecting prisms.1,2

When a total internal reflection occurs, the wave amp
tude drops exponentially as it penetrates the less dense
dium. This exponential decay of the surface wave is f
quently called the evanescent wave.3 Imagine that a beam o
light traveling within a block of glass is internally reflecte
at a boundary. Presumably, if you pressed another piec
glass against the first, the air–glass interface could be m
to vanish, and the beam would then propagate onward un
turbed. Furthermore, you might expect this transition fro
total to no reflection to occur gradually as the air film thinn
out. In more general terms, if the evanescent wave exte
with appreciable amplitude across the rare medium int
nearby region occupied by a higher-index material, ene
may flow through the gap in what is known as frustrated to
internal reflection~FTIR! or optical barrier penetration.1,2 In
1966, Coon described a photon counting experiment to st
FTIR which gives very good agreement with the theoreti
prediction.4 Castro presented a simple experimental arran
ment using visible light that allows undergraduate student
perform qualitative experiments of light barrier penetratio5

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the electronic system.
495 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 5, May 2003
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Although applications involving total internal reflection a
commonly demonstrated, the same does not occur for
FTIR effect.

Fig. 3. ~a! Time evolution of the laser signal in the photodetector af
amplification and~b! monostable signal which commands the servo.
495Apparatus and Demonstration Notes
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In this note we propose a simple way to provide con
tions to the evanescent wave so as to maintain its prop
tion, thus inducing the FTIR effect. The FTIR effect ca
occur by perturbing the interface where the total internal
flection occurs. For instance, at a glass–air interface, l
suffering total reflection can be perturbed by the presenc
a liquid with index of refraction similar to the glass. Th
idea can be used to perform a remote detection of rain
thus activate a motor. For example, this rain sensor can
used to switch on the windshield wiper blades in a car wh
the first drop of water is detected. This is the FTIR applic
tion demonstration we present here.

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used. A thick p
allelepiped piece of glass (232310 cm) was used as a ligh
pipe, in such a way that four total internal reflections occu
the glass–air boundary when the light from a He–Ne la
impinges on the first interface with an angle of'55°. The
light transmitted from this ‘‘pipe’’ is detected in a commo
photodiode, generating a DC signal with a 10 mV amplitu
However, when a drop of water slides through the glass
one of the four points on the air interface, the total reflect
is frustrated, which decreases the light coming to the de
tor. In this way, a pulse is generated in the photodetec
This effect is so strong that one can see by eye a decrea
the He–Ne laser intensity at the detector position.

This pulse is then amplified and detected in an electro
circuit which causes a motor to activate. The block diagr
for the electronic system we built can be seen in Fig. 2.
operational amplifier~CA3140! was used to convert the d
ode photocurrent to a voltage signal. The gain was calcula
to obtain a level high enough to trigger a timer that keeps
motor working during a selected period of time for ea
drop. In our case, this time was selected to be around
which is long enough to dry the windshield in a real car. F
timing, a 555-type chip was used in a monostable configu
tion with suitable external resistance and capacitance va
chosen for the servo to be used, in this case a windsh
wiper blade motor.
A simplified thermoacoustic engine demon
Andrej Jeromena)

Institute of Mathematics, Physics and Mechanics, Unive
SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
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The operation of this demonstration can be seen imm
ately by dropping water at a point where total internal refle
tion occurs. For each droplet total internal reflection is te
porally frustrated, and motor activation can be se
Furthermore, an oscilloscope can also be used to check
way this device works. In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! we present the
time evolution of the laser signal in the detector and
monostable~command! signal that drives the servo, respe
tively. As can be seen in Fig. 3~a!, the signal in the photode
tector falls for each water droplet that frustrates the to
internal reflection.

The graph presented in this figure corresponds to the
tector signal after amplification. This change in the photo
tector signal enables a timer, which is used to keep the se
working for a determined period of time, approximately
seconds in our case. Figure 3~b! shows that for every pulse in
the photodetector, the timer signal is enabled, remaining
high level for 5 s.

This demonstration has proven to be very interesting
undergraduate students of physics and engineering cou
because it provides a practical application of a physical p
nomenon. Other applications can be elaborated using
same principle, such as, for instance, a liquid level sensor
reservoirs. The equipment used in this demonstration
easily be found in undergraduate teaching laboratories,
filling a main goal of this work.

This work was supported by Fundac¸ão de Amparo a` Pes-
quisa do Estado de Sa˜o Paulo~FAPESP!. We thank E. Sartori
for several helpful discussions.

1M. V. Klein, Optics ~Wiley, New York, 1970!, Chap. 2.
2E. Hecht,Optics, 2nd ed.~Addison-Wesley, Reading, 1974!, Chap. 4.
3Sir Isaac Newton,Optics ~Dover, New York, 1952!.
4D. D. Coon, ‘‘Counting photons in the optical barrier penetration expe
ment,’’ Am. J. Phys.34, 240–243~1966!.

5J. C. Castro, ‘‘Optical barrier penetration—a simple experimental arran
ment,’’ Am. J. Phys.43, 107–108~1975!.
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Soundwave oscillations in a gas consist of coupled p
sure, displacement, and temperature oscillations. Introd
tion of a solid boundary can change coupling between th
oscillations and give rise to a variety of thermoacoustic
fects. Among these are thermally driven sound oscillatio
the subject of this note.

We have designed and built a simplified thermally driv
sound oscillator for didactic demonstration. Our thermo
coustic engine is easy to make and has proved to be an
pressive illustration of simplicity, an inherent attribute
thermoacoustic engines. At the same time it is a work
demonstration of a heat engine.
s-
c-
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-
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-
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g

In this note, the thermoacoustic engine and the demons
tion are described. A basic explanation of the thermoacou
effect is included. A more thorough introduction to thermo
coustic phenomena can be found in published articles.1–3

A thermoacoustic engine usually consists of an acou
resonator with an internal structure. In our case, the acou
resonator is a copper tube closed at one end, and the inte
structure is a piece of massive plastic that divides the cop
tube into two parts and provides thermal insulation betwe
them, as shown in Fig. 1. On each side, a thin copper dis
pressed onto the plastic by four stainless steel bolts w
matching nuts. The plastic part and both copper disks
496p/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Fig. 1. Drawing of a thermally driven sound oscillator. Each perforated copper disk is soft-soldered to the copper tube. The left copper tube is clowith a
soft-soldered copper wall. The engine is assembled using four stainless steel bolts (4 mm diameter325 mm long) with matching nuts. Paper washers we
used for better insulation between the two copper parts.
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perforated by holes drilled parallel to the resonator axis. T
copper disks are soft-soldered on copper tubes and are
used as flanges for assembly of the engine. The engine
sists of only three parts: the open and closed copper tu
and the plastic disk.

The engine starts to emit sound when the open end of
tube is cooled and the closed one is kept at room temp
ture. We dip the open end into liquid nitrogen~77 K! while
holding the closed end firmly in the hand to keep it wa
~around 300 K!. After approximately a minute, a large tem
perature gradient, parallel to the engine axis, builds up in
plastic part. At the same time, we can feel the onset of
cillations of the gas column in the tube, and in the liqu
nitrogen, as the whole engine starts to vibrate. When
withdraw the engine from the liquid nitrogen it starts to em
sound with a frequency of around 200 Hz as shown in
frequency spectrum of Fig. 2. The intensity of the sound
about 60 dB and it can easily be heard throughout a medi

Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum of the emitted sound. It was calculated fro
one-second long section of audio recording. The major peak is clearly
at a frequency slightly above 200 Hz. Small peaks at around 410 Hz and
Hz correspond to the second and third harmonic, respectively. The pe
50 Hz is due to power line interference.
497 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 5, May 2003
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sized lecture hall. The engine sounds for approximately
seconds. The frequency of the sound increases as the
end warms up.

Roughly the same frequency was calculated for a h
closed acoustic pipe of the same length with all its parts
room temperature~length 0.3 m and speed of sound 300 m
give a fundamental frequency of 250 Hz!. Therefore, we can
start our short explanation by supposing the air inside
engine oscillates at the fundamental frequency of a h
closed acoustic pipe. The air is compressed while mov
towards the closed end~to the left in Fig. 1! and expanded
while moving towards the open end of the pipe~to the right

a
en
20
at

Fig. 3. Qualitative behavior of temperature versus coordinate along the
of the hole for an oscillating gas parcel. The coordinatex increases towards
the open~cold! end of the oscillator. SP denotes the starting point of
thermodynamic cycle description. The dashed line represents the tem
ture of the plastic wall. The gas parcel delivers heat to the relatively c
wall while it is on the right side and receives heat from the relatively h
wall while it is on the left side. The small temperature variation due
adiabatic compression/expansion of the parcel is shown~with exaggerated
slope! as a dotted line.
497Apparatus and Demonstration Notes
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in Fig. 1!. The pressure node and displacement antinode
at the opening of the pipe; the pressure antinode and
placement node are at its closed end.

Let us take a closer look at the temperature of a gas pa
oscillating in a hole bored through the plastic part. A g
parcel is a volume of gas that is small enough to be pra
cally isothermal at all times, yet large enough to enable
macroscopic thermodynamic treatment. Being away from
nodes, the parcel in a hole experiences both displacem
and pressure oscillations. When the open end of the reson
is cooled in liquid nitrogen, the temperature gradient in
plastic wall exceeds 120 K/cm. The temperature differe
of the plastic wall between the two extreme displacem
positions of the parcel is much greater than the tempera
difference experienced by the gas parcel due to adiab
compression and expansion between the same posit
Now, we assume the parcel is in imperfect heat contact w
the wall, i.e., a thin layer of gas separates the parcel and
wall. This assumption is very important and we shall retu
to it later.

In the thermodynamic description it is suitable to start
thermodynamic cycle with the undisplaced parcel having
proximately the same temperature as the adjacent wall~start-
ing point labeled SP in Fig. 3!. In the vicinity of the parcel’s
rightmost position~where it is expanded!, the parcel delivers
some heat to the relatively cold adjacent wall. In the vicin
of its leftmost position~where it is compressed!, the parcel
receives some heat from the relatively hot adjacent wall. D
to heat exchange with the wall, the parcel is heated and
panded at high pressure. At low pressure it is cooled
contracted.

We can draw a qualitative pressure-volume diagram
such a parcel~see Fig. 4! using the facts stated above. Durin
each closed cycle the parcel performs net work which
delivered to the surrounding gas. The parcel also transfer
amount of heat, receiving it from warmer part of the wall a
delivering it to the colder part of the wall. Imagine a line
such neighboring parcels stretching along the hole in
plastic part from one end to the other. Together they tran
the same amount of heat from the hot end to the cold en
the plastic part during each thermodynamic cycle. The tra
fer of heat by neighboring parcels takes place as a bu

Fig. 4. Qualitative behavior of pressure versus volume for a gas pa
during one cycle. SP denotes the starting point of the thermodynamic c
description. The parcel is expanded while moving rightwards~in coordinate
x), delivering heat to the wall whileon the right side, and compressed w
moving leftwards, absorbing heat from the wall while on the left side. T
directions left/right in thepV diagram correspond to directions of coordina
x in Fig. 3 since the volume of the parcel decreases while the parcel m
left and vice versa. If the temperature gradient in the plastic part w
smaller, less heat would be exchanged. Consequently, the thermodyn
cycle would flatten, as shown with the dotted curve.
498 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 5, May 2003
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brigade. At the same time, each one of the parcels deliv
net work, which is manifested as a contribution to the aco
tic power of the standing wave in the oscillator.

As we have shown, the thermoacoustic engine is a h
engine since it converts part of the heat that flows from
high temperature heat source to the low temperature
sink into acoustic energy. The two copper disks soldered
the copper tubes act as heat source and heat sink. That is
they are called ‘‘heat exchangers.’’

Let us stress two important conditions. First, the gas pa
and the wall must be in imperfect thermal contact. Secon
large enough temperature gradient must be provided in
plastic part. If the gas parcel were touching the wall~if the
thermal contact were perfect!, the temperature of the parce
would be equal to the temperature of the adjacent wal
every point of displacement. While moving left the parc
would pass through exactly the same thermodynamic st
as while moving right. The area of the cycle in the pressu
volume diagram would therefore be zero. Similarly, no n
work would be done by a parcel far away from the wall~no
thermal contact with the wall!—the thermodynamic states o
such a parcel would be confined to a single adiabat~dotted
line in Fig. 3!. Concerning the second condition: what wou
happen if the temperature gradient in the plastic part w
smaller? The amount of exchanged heat would decrease
consequently, the pressure-volume diagram of the pa
would flatten~dotted curve in Fig. 4!. The work done by the
parcel would decrease. Finally, if the gradient were sm
enough to equal the adiabatic temperature change of the
cel divided by its displacement amplitude, no heat would
exchanged and the pressure-volume diagram would be
duced to a single adiabat.

Similar thermoacoustic engines have been presented
fore. Swift1 used a propane flame to deliver heat to the
part of the engine and room-temperature water to absorb
heat rejected in the cold part. Wheatleyet al.2 presented a
thermoacoustic oscillator that was cooled with liquid nitr
gen and kept warm with the hand on the other side. B
engines were made of copper tubes and with similar inte
geometry—a stack of thin stainless steel plates~0.08 mm
thick, 0.4 mm spacing! or plastic plates~0.38 mm thick, 1
mm spacing!, with a stack of similar copper fins~heat ex-
changers! on each side.

We tried to keep the construction of the thermoacous
engine as simple as possible. To achieve a suitable temp
ture gradient we choose cooling with liquid nitrogen so t
copper parts could simply be soft-soldered. We avoided
complicated construction and alignment of three stacks
introducing the ‘‘sandwich’’ of a thick plastic disk betwee
two thin copper disks. More than 200 holes~each 1.5 mm
diameter! were drilled through the sandwich to provide
large active area open to gas flow.

This simplified engine consists of three mechanically
bust and easily separated parts. This enables the demon
tor to disassemble the engine before the demonstration
hand the parts to the audience for a hands-on inspectio
the simplicity of the thermoacoustic engine and to show t
there are no moving parts inside. For the demonstration
we need are a thermoacoustic engine, a small Dewar ve
with an appropriately wide opening, one liter of liquid nitro
gen, and tools for disassembling and assembling the eng

This work was partially supported by the Ministry of Edu
cation, Science and Sport, Republic of Slovenia.
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We show that a well known method for measuring
can also be used to obtain the gravitational acceler
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Three contributions to this journal have described how
measure the coefficient of restitution between a ball and a
surface using the sound made by the collision of the ball w
the surface.1–3 The procedure reported in these papers is
drop the ball vertically on a horizontal surface, allow it
bounce several times, while recording the sound produce
the impacts. Analysis of the recording gives the time int
vals between successive rebounds, and from these the
ficient of restitution is obtained.

The evolution of the techniques described in these pa
is a nice example of how the development of microcomp
ers has changed the science teaching laboratory. In 1
Bernstein1 detected the sound with a microphone, amplifi
and filtered the signal, and fed it to a pen recorder. Sm
Spencer, and Jones,2 in 1981, connected the microphone to
microcomputer via a homemade data collection and interf
circuit, and then uploaded the resulting data to a larger c
puter for analysis and graphical display. In 2001, Stensga
and Lægsgaard3 used the microphone input of a PC sou
card to make the recording, thus reducing the equipmen
quirements to a standard microcomputer.

To see how the coefficient of restitutione is related to the
time between bounces, note that ife is constant~independent
of velocity!, and air resistance is negligible, the velocity
the ball just after thenth bounce on the fixed surface is give
by

vn5v0en, ~1!

where v0 is the velocity just before the first impact. Th
time-of-flight Tn between thenth and (n11)th collisions is
proportional tovn ,

Tn5
2vn

g
, n51,2, . . . , ~2!

whereg is the gravitational acceleration. Thus

Tn5T0en, ~3!

where we have definedT0[2v0 /g. Taking the logarithm of
both sides of Eq.~3! we obtain

logTn5n loge1 logT0 , ~4!

so that the plot of logTn vs n is a straight line of slope loge
and intercept logT0. Thus, as long as it is independent
o
at
h
o

by
-
ef-

rs
t-
7,

,

e
-

rd

e-

velocity, the coefficient of restitution can be obtained by fi
ting the straight line of Eq.~4! to the time-of-flight data.

The purpose of this note is to point out that this straig
line fit can also be used to determine another physical qu
tity of interest: the gravitational accelerationg. The ~rather
simple! observation is that, if the ball is released from
known heighth, thenT05(8h/g)1/2, and

g5
8h

T0
2 . ~5!

Thus, just as the slope parameter of Eq.~4! fixes the coeffi-
cient of restitution, the intercept parameter determines
acceleration of gravity~if the easily measured initial heighth
is known!.

In order to check how this works in practice, we ha
dropped a ‘‘superball’’ from a measured height onto
smooth stone surface and recorded the sound produce
the successive impacts. The recording was made with
microphone and sound card of a personal computer runn
Windows, using the sound recorder program that comes w
the operating system. The sampling frequency was 22
Hz, resulting in a time resolution of 45ms. The audio file,
stored in the binary WAV format, was converted to ASC
text format with the shareware programAWAVE AUDIO .4 The
recorded signal is plotted in Fig. 1, where the pulses co

Fig. 1. The sound of a ball bouncing on a horizontal surface. The zero so
level corresponds to 128 on the vertical axis.
499p/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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sponding to individual impacts are easily recognized~only
the first six collisions are shown!. We have used 8-bit reso
lution in the recording, so that data values can only go fr
0 to 255. The no-signal value corresponds to 128.

The time intervalsTn between collisionsn andn11 were
obtained directly through inspection of the ASCII sound fi
They are plotted in Fig. 2~in logarithmic scale! as a function
of n. The least-squares fit of theTn data set to Eq.~4! gives

e50.954460.0002, ~6a!

T050.80460.001 s. ~6b!

The best-fit line is also shown in Fig. 2.
The ball was released from a heighth579.460.1 cm

above the surface. Taking this and the adjustedT0 into Eq.
~5!, we obtain for the gravitational acceleration

g598263 cm/s2.

For comparison, the value ofg in Rio de Janeiro is
978.8 cm/s2.

The applicability of the method described above depe
on e being constant over the range of impact velocities
volved in the experiment. That this condition is satisfied
the present case is seen in Fig. 3, where the coefficien
restitution for an impact at velocityvn , e5vn11 /vn

Fig. 2. Time-of-flight Tn between impactsn and n11. The line is the
least-squares fit using Eq.~4!.

Fig. 3. The coefficient of restitutione5Tn11 /Tn as a function of the time-
of-flight Tn , for the data of Fig. 2. The dashed line indicates the adjus
value given in Eq.~6!.
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5Tn11 /Tn , is plotted as a function ofTn @recall that vn

}Tn , see Eq.~2!#. The coefficients of restitution for the dif
ferent impacts are all very close to the least-squares v
given in Eq.~6!, indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 3.

A case in which the coefficient of restitution depends
the velocity is shown in Fig. 4, where we display the times
flight of a superball dropped fromh527.560.1 cm onto a
wood surface. A plot ofe at each collision, shown in Fig. 5
reveals a clear dependence of the coefficient of restitution
the time-of-flight~or impact velocity!. Assuming a linear re-
lation betweene andT, as suggested by Fig. 5,

e5e0~11aT!, ~7!

we obtain an extension of Eq.~3!,

Tn5T0e0
n )

i 50

n21

~11aTi !. ~8!

The least-squares fit of Eq.~8! to the data shown in Fig. 4
gives

e050.92160.001, ~9a!

a50.07860.003 s21, ~9b!

T050.475260.0005 s. ~9c!

d

Fig. 4. Time-of-flight Tn between impactsn and n11. The curve is the
least-squares fit using Eq.~8!.

Fig. 5. The coefficient of restitutione5Tn11 /Tn as a function ofTn , for
the data of Fig. 4. The dashed line is the linear relation of Eq.~7! with the
adjusted parameters given in Eq.~9!.
500Apparatus and Demonstration Notes
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The curves corresponding to these parameters are also s
in Figs. 4 and 5. The above value forT0 yields

g597465 cm/s2,

again a very reasonable value. Consideration of the velo
dependence of the coefficient of restitution was importan
order to get an accurate result; had we assumed a constae,
we would obtaing5935610 cm/s2.

To summarize, we have seen that the value of the grav
tional acceleration is a useful by-product of experiments
vised to ‘‘hear’’ the coefficient of restitution of a bouncin
ball. The measurement ofg is particularly simple if the co-
efficient of restitution is independent of the impact veloci
but more complicated cases can also be handled.

After this work was completed we learned of a rece
paper by Cavalcanteet al.,5 in which g was measured usin
the sound of a bouncing ball. The analysis presented in
Automation of the Franck–Hertz experime
machine using LABVIEW
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We describe the use ofLABVIEW to automate data col
Hertz experiment and for the popular Tel-X-Omete
rapid collection and reduction of large amounts of
physics of these experiments. The use of industry-
MATHEMATICA , provides students with valuable exp
analysis of data. ©2003 American Association of Physics
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paper is, however, somewhat different from ours. Anoth
related reference is the paper by Guercio and Zanetti6 in this
journal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe the use ofLABVIEW ,1 an
industry-standard software package for data acquisition
instrument control, to automate the Franck–Hertz~FH! ex-
periment and the Tel-X-Ometer2,3 x-ray machine. The FH
experiment is a standard advanced undergraduate labor
activity that demonstrates the existence of quantized en
levels in atoms. The Tel-X-Ometer x-ray machine is a po
lar laboratory device for investigating a wide variety of ph
nomena associated with the production, absorption, and s
tering of x-rays.4,5 The automation of these experiments c
reduce significantly the amount of time spent by a stud
performing routine data collection, as well as provide di
tized formats that lend themselves to easy display, analy
and comparison of data. Together, these enhancements o
experiments enable students to focus more directly on
physics of the investigation.

LABVIEW facilitates the development of graphical pr
grams appropriately calledvirtual instruments~VIs!. The
user interface of aLABVIEW program resembles the fron
panel of a real laboratory instrument with dials, push butto
toggles, and various digital and analog readouts. The
gram logic is created graphically by building block diagram
that consist of objects~functions and controls! and wires that
transfer data between objects.

LABVIEW instrument drivers are available for hundreds
d

ory
gy
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-
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t
-
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the
e

s,
o-

f

different data acquisition devices, allowing wide use of e
isting laboratory equipment.6 LABVIEW versions are available
for Microsoft Windows, Apple Macintosh, Sun Solaris, HP
UX, and Linux operating systems.7 Given the increasingly
common use ofLABVIEW in college and university electron
ics courses, many students may already be familiar with
software.8 For example, our instrumentation course, which
a prerequisite for the advanced lab course, now includes
sic LABVIEW programming.

We have writtenLABVIEW VIs for both the FH experimen
and for the Tel-X-Ometer x-ray machine. The FH V
provides fast and accurate data collection, as well as r
time display of the FH curves. The Tel-X-Ometer V
provides precise instrument control and automated d
collection. The acquired data in both cases can be saved
text-delimited file, permitting detailed data analysis a
display using software packages such asORIGIN9 and
MATHEMATICA .10 Although LABVIEW routines can be written
to analyze the acquired data and calculate various results~for
example, the mean FH peak separation or the CuKa wave-
length!, we intentionally left the data analysis portion out
our LABVIEW VIs to avoid making each experiment a ‘‘blac
box.’’ Data analysis software such asORIGIN and MATH-

EMATICA is ideally suited to such analysis and provides va
able ‘‘real-world’’ experience using professional softwa
tools. Students withLABVIEW programming expertise ar
501p/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Fig. 1. ~a! LABVIEW virtual-instrument
front panel for the Franck–Hertz ex
periment showing data collected du
ing one run with the Ne tube, and~b!
block diagram~program code!.
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encouraged to modify the VIs. The ability to write an
modify LABVIEW programs has been found to be a mark
able skill for physics students entering the high-technolo
workplace.8,11

II. FRANCK –HERTZ EXPERIMENT

Automation of the FH experiment has been a frequ
subject of discussion in this journal. Adelberger and Kinse12

have described the use of an oscilloscope, as suggeste
Melissinos,13 to provide a real-time display of the characte
istic FH curves~accelerating voltage versus collector cu
rent!. In this method, a camera is used to photograph
oscilloscope display, thus providing a permanent record
the curves. The spacing between the peaks of the curves
502 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 5, May 2003
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be measured directly from the oscilloscope display or fr
the photograph. Carpenter14 has described the use of anx–y
recorder as an output device to plot the curves. Such p
provide greater resolution than oscilloscope photographs
at less cost. Nornes and Tu15 have suggested further autom
tion of the experiment using a BASIC program running on
computer that is coupled to the FH equipment via an IEE
488 interface. Such a setup provides a real-time display
the acquired data that can be sent to a printer. BASIC p
grams can be written to locate the peak positions and de
mine their separations.

A. FH experimental setup andLABVIEW VI

Our experimental setup consisted of the following Le
bold equipment: a FH supply unit~No. 555 88!, an electric
502Apparatus and Demonstration Notes
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oven, a Hg tube and connection socket, a Ne tube and ho
~No. 555 871!, and a temperature sensor. The accelera
voltage and collector current outputs of the supply unit w
connected to a pair of Keithley 2000 digital multimeters16

These in turn were connected through a GPIB bus to a
tional Instruments PCI-GPIB interface board installed in
standard Intel Pentium II-based IBM-compatible compu
The accelerating voltage is controlled by the FH supply u
and can be set to ramp automatically from 0 to 30 V for
Hg tube or from 0 to 80 V for the Ne tube. The accelerati
voltage can also be controlled manually within these volta
ranges. The temperature of the Hg tube can be set using
supply unit; the Ne tube operates at room temperature.

LABVIEW ~version 6.0! was used to create a VI to read th
accelerating voltage and collector current values simu
neously from the Keithley digital multimeters. The accel
ating voltage versus collector current is displayed in re
time, building-up the characteristic FH curve as data

Fig. 2. Plot of accelerating voltage vs collector current for various Hg t
temperatures in units of degrees celsius.

Fig. 3. Multiple Gaussian functions~dashed lines! are fitted to the charac-
teristic Franck–Hertz data~closed circles! for Hg using theORIGIN software.
The resulting composite function~solid line! can be analyzed usingMATH-

EMATICA to determine the peak positions precisely.
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collected. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show the front panel and th
block diagram, respectively, of our FH VI. The tube type c
be set to either Ne or Hg. The user is given the option
saving the data to a file. The VI has been programmed
collect data until a threshold accelerating voltage has b
reached, allowing either automatic or manual ramping of
accelerating voltage. High-resolution curves can be acqu
by manually ramping the accelerating voltage very slow
Different data acquisition hardware may be accommoda
by replacing the two Keithley drivers with ones appropria
to the devices available in the user’s lab. The only modifi
tion we made to the standard Keithley driver16 was to set the
IEEE hardware addresses.

B. Application

We have used this experimental setup to examine the
fect of varying the Hg tube temperature on the shape of
FH curve. As the temperature is increased, it is expected
an electron is more likely to undergo a collision while pas
ing through the Hg vapor~the mean free path for the elec
trons will be shorter!, thus lowering the collector current.13,17

We ran the experiment for various temperature settings
saved the collected data in a series of files. We then impo
these data sets intoORIGIN to create the plot shown in Fig. 2
The process of acquiring, importing, and plotting this da
took less than 20 min, with most of the time spent waiti
for the oven temperature to change.

It is immediately evident from the plot that the collect
current generally decreases with increasing temperature.
spacing of the peaks is not appreciably affected over
temperature range, although the peak amplitudes are gre
reduced. To determine the peak spacing, we first usedORIGIN
to fit multiple Gaussian functions to the characteristic F
curves, as shown in Fig. 3. The center of each Gaus
function corresponds closely with each peak location.
then usedMATHEMATICA to determine the maxima of th
peaks by finding the zeros of the derivative of the fitted fun
tion. For the 170 °C data shown in Fig. 3, the mean pe
spacing was 4.8660.34 eV, in good agreement with what
expected from a careful analysis of the known Hg ene
levels.18

Other possible student investigations include examin
the effect of changing the grid voltages on the FH curv
and monitoring collector current fluctuations at specific g
voltage and temperature settings.

III. TEL-X-OMETER X-RAY MACHINE

Over 15 years ago in this journal, Barry and Brothers d
scribed the interfacing of the Tel-X-Ometer with a compu
to automate data collection.19 In their setup a metal shaft wa
machined to replace the plastic thumbwheel shaft. A pot
tiometer connected to the metal shaft was used in a volt
divider circuit that was sampled by an analog-to-digital co
verter, thus providing digital values of the angular position
the slide carriage arm. X-ray events were counted usin
simple counting circuit and a short machine language tim
program. The acquired data~counts per angle! were recorded
to a text-file for later plotting and analysis. The movement
the slide carriage arm was not automated; it had to be mo
into position manually for each angle at which data was to
collected.

In the early 1990s, TEL-Atomic Incorporated, the U.
distributor of the Tel-X-Ometer, offered an optional autom

e
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tion kit consisting of a stepper motor, a stepper motor c
troller, a drive gear assembly, a light sensor, a mounting
sembly, and DOS-based data acquisition and anal
software. The light sensor is installed on the slide carria
arm of the Tel-X-Ometer and is used to establish the
points of the arm’s travel by detecting nonreflective ta
strips affixed to the surface of the Tel-X-Ometer. Figure
shows the Tel-X-Ometer with the stepper motor and lig
sensor installed. This equipment has the advantage of al
ing data acquisition and instrument control using the st
dard printer port on a computer; no special data acquisi
control boards are required. The software was written
IBM 8088/286 computers and was last updated in 1991.
fortunately, the signals used to control the stepper mo
were timed with processor cycles rather than with the in

Fig. 4. Tel-X-Ometer and stepper motor assembly.
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nal clock pulses of the computer system. Modern compu
run software at such high speed that the stepper motor
not respond to the control pulses.20

Although this automation kit is no longer available fro
TEL-Atomic, they now offer an auto-scanning kit~TEL
2003/2030! that includes a scan console control unit, a ste
per motor, and a mounting bracket. This kit can be interfa
with a ratemeter or data logger to count events, but does
include software or an interface for computer-based ins
ment control and data acquisition.

A. LABVIEW virtual instrument

Our LABVIEW VI was written to work with the original
TEL-Atomic automation kit hardware and to replace the o
DOS-based software. Figure 5 shows the front panel~user
interface! of this VI. The front panel includes:~1! controls to
rotate the slide carriage,~2! indicators to show the curren
angle and event triggers,~3! a calibration routine to set the
number of steps per degree,~4! settings for automated dat
acquisition, and~5! a display of the acquired data. The dela
between stepper motor steps can also be adjusted; our
per motor required a minimum delay of 15 ms. Shorter d
lays resulted in signal pulses with a repetition period le
than the stepper motor response time, hence causing m
steps and loss of calibration. For automated data acquisi
the system sweeps through a preset angle at a given
resolution and counts events at each of the intermed
angles for a preset number of seconds. The step resolu
determines the number of steps between each interme
angle at which data are collected; it can be set anywher
the range from 1 step to 16 steps.

B. Application

To illustrate the power and simplicity of our automate
setup, we have used it to determine the wavelengths of
Ka and Kb peaks for Cu. In addition to the Tel-X-Omete
Fig. 5. LABVIEW virtual instrument
front panel for the Tel-X-Ometer x-ray
machine.
504Apparatus and Demonstration Notes
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580M x-ray machine and Geiger-Muller~GM! tube, a Kei-
thley 485 auto-ranging picoammeter was used to monitor
current in the x-ray tube and a Nucleus Model 575 Sca
ratemeter was used to count x-ray events. We modified
Nucleus ratemeter to provide 0–5 V pulses, through its
ternal speaker circuit, to the Tel-Atomic stepper motor co
troller. A LiF crystal with lattice spacingd50.2015 nm was
used as an x-ray diffraction grating. To determine the wa
lengths of theKa and Kb peaks we invoked Bragg’s Law
nl52d sinu wheren is the order of diffraction andu is the
angle of incidence as measured from the face of the cry
Note that the angles imprinted on the face of the Tel-
Ometer and referred to in ourLABVIEW VI are the 2u angular
measure customarily used in x-ray diffraction.

The combination ofLABVIEW and the Microsoft Windows
environment results in high computing ‘‘overhead,’’ thu
limiting how fast the parallel port can be polled to cou
events. An AMD Athlon-based computer system with a 1
GHz processor was used to run theLABVIEW application. It
supports count rates in excess of 60 000 per minute, whic
more than adequate to handle the limiting count rate for G
tubes with dead times that are typically 0.1 ms. Higher co
rates could be accommodated by using a higher performa
computer or by using a data acquisition board to interf
directly to the ratemeter instead of acquiring data through
parallel port.

In the typical manual mode of operation, the slide carria
is moved by hand and counts are acquired for some pr
time at each angle. When performed in this fashion,
maximum angular resolution is approximately 10 arcm
Our automated setup increases this resolution to 3.75 arc
~16 steps per degree!. Large numbers of counts per angle c
be collected conveniently, thus increasing the precision
the results.

We first performed a low-resolution first-pass scan by s
ting the starting angle to 30°, the final angle to 60°, the s
resolution to 16 steps~1° angular resolution!, and the count
time to 10 s per step. The run-time to collect the data w
only 5 min. Both theKa andKb peaks were readily apparen
in the resulting plot shown in Fig. 6, with the first-orderKa

peak appearing at approximately 45° and the first-orderKb

Fig. 6. First-pass, low-resolution plot of counts per angle showing the
proximate locations of theKa andKb peaks for Cu. The run-time to collec
the data for this plot was only 5 min.
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peak near 40°. The rough location of peaks can be fo
quickly in this way, which is helpful in eliminating any
setup, calibration, or alignment errors prior to running
lengthy high-resolution scan.

We next performed a high-resolution scan between
and 46° to determine the precise location of theKa peak.
The step resolution was set at 1 step~ 1

16°! and the count time
at 20 s per step, resulting in an experimental run-time of
min. The maximum count rate was under 1000 events pe
The text-file of acquired data was imported intoORIGIN and
the Ka peak was located at 44.8160.25°. TheKb peak po-
sition was determined to be 40.1160.25° by scanning
from 39° to 41° using the same resolution settings. T
resulting x-ray wavelengths arela50.153660.0008 nm
and lb50.138960.0008 nm, in good agreement with tab
lated values.21 These wavelengths can subsequently be u
to determine the atomic spacing for other crystals such
NaCl.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have found many advantages to usingLABVIEW to au-
tomate experiments and to using software such asORIGIN and
MATHEMATICA to simplify data analysis. The simplificatio
of the task of data collection greatly increases student p
ductivity. Time that is typically spent doing routine data co
lection can instead be used to explore the physics of
experiments and to perform a greater number of experime
Students gain valuable experience using research-grad
strument control, data acquisition, and data analysis s
ware, which can prove useful in future scientific or industr
research. Because the experimental data are obtained
electronic format, students can receive immediate feedb
by analyzing the data during an experiment, which can
useful in correcting errors in alignment, configuration,
setup, as well as suggest areas of further investigation.
precision of the data is often increased significantly using
automated setup.

We found LABVIEW VIs to be simple to create, modify
and extend. The wide availability ofLABVIEW instrument
drivers permits the use of existing, on-hand data acquisi
hardware. It is worth noting thatLABVIEW can be used to
develop web-enabled VIs for remote access to labora
equipment, thus permitting real-time data collection over
internet.22
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